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GALERIA POSIBIL!’S INTEREST IN LANDSCAPE

Through our practice, we analyze the e!ect of art as a 
communicator of ideas and attitudes. Galeria Posibil" is thus 
committed in developing tools for scienti#c cooperation and 
enhancing the role of visual art as a complex communicator on 
both intellectual and emotional level.
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The relationship with nature is always culturally conditioned 
and #ltered by the social constructions in which we operate. 
Without being interested in an assumed-activist component, 
the artists included in the program of Galeria Posibil" build 
re$exive discourses about nature, poetically understood but 
with a #ne political substratum. Although they operate with 
di!erent languages, Nicu Ilfoveanu, Matei Bejenaru, Bogdan 
Gîrbovan, Michelle Bressan, Bogdan Bordeianu, Irina Botea 
Bucan, Ana %aran etc., they look at nature through a set of 
cultural conventions that can be connected to both critical 
ecological thinking and often poetic contemplation.

Discussions around the landscape invariably derive from the 
oppressive history of the representation of nature, languages   
transformed over time into mannerisms, clichés. We operate 
with nature culturally determined, therefore, there is probably 
nothing more unnatural than the representation of nature. 
The uses of this representation, the easy appearance given 
by the commercial success of the subject are just some of 
the questions that the projects exhibited at Posibila seek to 
answer. Matei Câl&ia has attracted artistic projects in which 
we operate conceptually with nature, but without being 
limited or constricted by a unique discourse.

“Nothing was programmed in the beginning. I chose to 
exhibit the projects of people close to me, who were my 
friends and which I believed in. Hazard directed me to 
nature as the assumed subject in our gallery’s searches. 
In the last 5 years I realized that I was interested in delving 
into this topic in the context of the gallery, that I would 
like to discuss landscape and nature. Until then I liked it, 
now I try to integrate it methodically. Through the artists’ 
projects, I am interested in making the gallery a space for 
dialogue about nature.”

Matei Câl&ia, 2016
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Nature and landscape have been research projects at Galeria 
Posibil" since 2005 with exhibitions that deal with the concept 
through various media, understandings and collateral events 
that talk about memory, locality, usage, agriculture, travel, 
history, politics, anthropology, and others.
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The exhibition places the idea of consumption of contemporary 
society in the visual area. The tourist who, conforming to the 
accelerated rhythm of his era, no longer manages to be aware 
of the places and things they see and only ticks them o!, 
perverting their meaning and beauty.

The concept of a romantic landscape dominated by genius 
was drawn at the end of the 18th century in William Turner’s 
England. His ethereal trans#guration introduces a new style that 
expresses the character of the artist more than the ambience 
of the landscape. His visual rhetoric embraces the discourse on 
the virtue and elegance of the English landscape followed by 
Constable and Bonnington.

Travelling Guide is an art project that uses the objective 
language of tourist guide books in order to give detailed 
information about the way a Romanian citizen could enter the 
United Kingdom without obtaining a visa in the period between 
1990 and 2007.

2005 2006 2007Nicu Ilfoveanu
Tourist you are the terrorist

Matei Bejenaru
The travel guide

'tefan Câl&ia
Sibiu
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The terrifying landscape captured in Ion Dumitriu’s photographs 
shows gypsy families working, eating and living in an unreal 
landscape, sheep grazing paper, mountains of cans, cloth or 
eggshells that those people, hired to sort, unload from the 
municipality’s garbage trucks.

Nicu Ilfoveanu’s photographs from the Autochrome Steampunk 
cycle are like an unlimited and undi!erentiated exploration of 
the landscape, be it urban, industrial, domestic or foreign, but 
necessarily of that landscape marked by traces of passage, or 
which is similar to the traces that history has left on personal 
histories.

What is ‘Z’-Boats? A journey on the Danube, the construction  
of a functional ship consisting of three vessels, the collection  
of histories of places and people—all these are ‘Z’-Boats. On 
the one hand artistic project, on the other modular architecture, 
‘Z’—Boats reduces the idea of communication to the structure 
of a sailing vessel with a 30 horsepower 4-stroke engine.

2007 2007 2008Ion Dumitriu 
Slideshow 1975—1978

Rainer Prohaska
‘Z’-Boats—Modular Barges

Nicu Ilfoveanu
Box Tengor
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A photographic project about the dynamics of change in the 
two cities. After 1989, the mechanisms of his personal life led 
Iosif Király to travel systematically to Berlin, where he stopped 
every time with pleasure and fascination. Bucharest, being 
the place where the artist lives, was the subject of continuous 
photographic monitoring during the same period. It too has 
undergone spectacular changes, sometimes dramatic and 
certainly much more chaotic than the capital of Germany.

The exhibition consists of a selection of photographs made by 
Bogdan Bordeianu between 2006—2009 as a development of 
his interest in carefully selecting and making cut outs of reality 
in urban and natural landscape, as ways to knowing the spaces 
through the lens. 

2009 2010Iosif Király
Mapping Berlin—Bucharest

Bogdan Bordeianu 
Buildings plants spaces
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“In front of the landscape called “Beche(’s Cross” I felt that  
I had to respond with a double act of presence. The space 
in front of an image is, inevitably, a place to look, but also, 
implicitly, a place to stop.”

Patricia Badulescu, curator

Lucian’s photographs are not a naturalistic elegy, just as they 
are not a documentary, yet I dare to believe that both Ruskin 
and the Bechers would understand the appropriateness of this 
“back to the roots”.

The project consisted of photographing old trees in Romania, 
at night, presenting them as portraits, but also in relation to 
their social and ecological role. Project that opens a series of 
interdisciplinary discussions.

2012 2013 2015)2018'tefan Câl&ia
Place

Florin Ghenade
Old trees

Lucian Bran
Back to the roots
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The American #lm set moved once again to Romania. Here the 
team #nds the scenery #t for a movie script about the history of 
the Hat#eld and McCoy families in West Virginia–Kentucky. They 
lend our seats to perfectly serve their cinematic construction. 
Thus, the landscape ceases to be a space of contemplation and 
becomes one of action and reliving historical moments.

A laboratory of research that is structured as a residence of 
study, observation and social integration.

Started as a pilot project which integrates art, local cultures 
and economic topics in a village community, Sounds like a 
book developed in a yearly residency for young artist interested 
in experimenting with sound in their artistic research; each 
individual project culminates in a book, which puts in visual 
their experience with the local landscape of 'ona village.

“Taking an objective point of view on the shaping of the land, 
I stand as an observer in front of what the landscape used to 
call landship, a reciprocal shaping between man and place, 
and I look at this space as a way for society to write the 
autobiography.”

2015 2015 since 2016Lucian Bran
Borrowed Landscapes

Sounds like a BookBogdan Bordeianu
Temporary Landscapes
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Helvetic Introspection is about personal experience and how 
the spaces in which Ana lives or has lived (Moldova, Ukraine, 
Romania, France) take the form of new identities, and identities 
take the form of a phantasm space (Switzerland). 

Captured landscapes is about the abstract form of natural 
green, of plants that clothe the urban space with personal 
interpretations of the relationship we have with plants.

The project involves an artistic research that is part of the 
recent trend of renegotiating the relationship between natural 
and cultural values.

Daniel Gherc", Lucian Bran, Bogdan Bordeianu, Andrei 
Mateescu, Iosif Kiraly, Valentin Cernat, Mihai 'ov"ial".

2016 2016 2016Master
Ana %aran

D PLATFORMMaster
Ariana Hodorc" 
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The duo, Michele Bressan/Bogdan Gîrbovan, take up the 
“magnets” myth (locals from Romanian villages that are 
situated near the WW2 areas, who recovered remains from the 
battle#elds as to bene#t from selling them to metal recyclers),  
in order to structure a photographic index and o!er new 
historical information.

Through this exhibition we frame a couple of ways in which 
landscape can be observed, shown or understood: from an 
aesthetic and ecological perspective; landscape in relation with 
time,history and memory; landscape as a narration from  
a personal and collective perspective. 

Group exhibition: Thomas Albdorf, Robert Bodnar, Markus 
Guschelbauer, Michael Höpfner, Claudia Rohrauer, Lea Titz, 
Florin Ghenade, Nicu Ilfoveanu, Valentin Cernat, Bogdan 
Gîrbovan, Irina Botea Bucan, Mihai 'ov"ial", Lucian Bran, 
Bogdan Bordeianu, Michele Bressan

Titled The Lesson of Nature, both the curatorial approach and 
the catalog-insert of the exhibitions favor contemporary artistic 
practices and discourses whose register starts from the poetic 
and abstract, to reach the investigative and documentary.

BAW 2016 participants (alphabetically): Cristina Bogdan &  
V. Leac, Noa Bronstein, Rob Carter, Matei Câl&ia, Florin Ghenade, 
Brynn Higgins-Stirrup, Lumír Hladík, Valentina Iancu, Nicu 
Ilfoveanu, Jacob Korczynski, Matthew Kyba, Marianne Lanavère, 
Adina Mocanu, Shani K. Parsons, 'tefan Rusu, Soft Turns/ 
Sarah Jane Gorlitz & Wojciech Olejnik, Iulia Toma & Claudiu 
Cobilanschi, Joani Tremblay, Livia Ungur & Sherng-Lee Huang. 

2016 2017 2018—2019The Lesson of Nature Peisaj—Landschaft
Fotogalerie Wien/Galeria Posibil"

R.A.P.I. 
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2020—present The Use of Landscape

The research project opened up to interpretations of the use of 
landscape. We understand the concept of use as an activity that 
is submissive to the subject matter, being aware that you have 
to know about it, in order to use it. We go towards the subject as 
we know we can #nd something there, that the land contains or 
it has the power to expand knowledge (be it aesthetic, practical 
or theoretical).

A series of meetings we held online during 2020. The structure 
was simple: each member of the group made a presentation 
and we had an open discussion afterwards. The outcome is, #rst 
of all, the theoretical approach of the project, as well as a series 
of videos that will be distributed online via vimeo. 

Group members: Bogdan Bordeianu, artist; Diana Culescu, 
landscape architect; Michael Höpfner, visual artist; Iosif Kiraly, 
visual artist; Olivia Mih"l&ianu, visual artist; Ghenadie Popescu, 
visual artist; Tibor Hartel, ecologist; Alexandra Mereu&i, visual 
artist; Miruna Moldovan, architect; Iarina Tav", architect; Matei 
Câl&ia, galerist; Oana T"nase, art historian and independent 
curator; Elena Vl"d"reanu, writer; Alexandra Manole, curator.

 — Steering group: a group of discussion with artists, writers, 
curators, as well as with researchers in landscape 
architecture, ecology, anthropology, rural studies, curating, 
each having a short presentation+debate via zoom

 — Commissioned artworks and essays for the publication of 
the project

 — Workshop Michael Höpfner: analysis of the perspective on 
the landscape for students in arts and photography from 
Bucharest and Vienna, coordinated by Iosif Kiraly. Exhibition 
of the artworks produced.

 — Call for essays: students were invited to write an academic 
essay on the given subject

 — Resources: a broader bibliography on the subject
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2020—present The Use of Landscape

The students which participated in the workshop of The Use of 
Landscape project, guided by artists and teachers Iosif Király 
and Michael Höpfner, resulted in doing a series of artworks, 
exhibited at Galeria Posibil" in the summer of 2021.
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2020—present The Use of Landscape

The resulting publication is set to continue to develop on 
the subject of landscape, as the basis of future research and 
exhibition through theory, gathering of visions, resources, 
materials in the form of text, artistic practices and works for 
a better theoretical settlement of this concept, important to 
develop.

UTILIZAREA 
PEISAJULUI

THE USE 
OF LANDSCAPE

Arti!ti
Amy Casilda Bartoli
Dominik Buda
C"t"lina Cosma
Vlad Dinu
Flora Franke
Elena Kristofor
Denise Lobon#
Diana P"un
Patric Pavel
Nora Severios
Olivia Mih"l#ianu
Bogdan Bordeianu
Ghenadie Popescu
Amy Casilda Bartoli
Dominik Buda
C"t"lina Cosma
Vlad Dinu
Flora Franke
Elena Kristofor
Denise Lobon#
Diana P"un
Patric Pavel
Nora Severios
Olivia Mih"l#ianu
Bogdan Bordeianu
Ghenadie Popescu

32 33

[Parcurg urcu!ul. Ajung în vârf, unde mi se deschide priveli!tea. 
M" opresc. M" surprind contemplând !i notez]:
Sunt aici !i privesc peisajul din fa#a mea. Dar realizez c" nu 
privesc, de fapt. M" înv"luie un sentiment de bine, o pl"cere,  
o desf"tare. $i m" surprind c" nu privesc cu exactitate. Nu urm"-
resc, nu cercetez, nu determin. Am o perspectiv" dezinteresat", 
care se rezum" la pl"cerea privirii. Ori, prin aceasta m" întorc 
asupra mea. Privirea c"tre peisaj este o privire în exterior care 
se întoarce în interior, precum un pendul. Încerc s" discern în ce 
m"sur" peisajul este declan!ator !i în ce m"sur" se transform" 
în fundalul pe care îmi suprapun emo#ia. Declan!ator, fundal sau 
receptacul? Ce anume îmi declan!eaz"? Ce este !i de unde îmi 
provine pl"cerea? Pân" la urm", orice poate % un declan!ator, 
dar de ce se înc"p"#âneaz" într-atât de tare peisajul s" ne %e un 
declan!ator comun? În ciuda subiectivit"#ii, g"sim c" peisajul 
ne este propriu tuturor. Ori, pe m"sur" ce m" uit, m" conving c" 
lucrurile sunt ascunse în plin" privire sau dezv"luite tot de ea. 
Peisajul devine m"re# tocmai prin m"re#ia sa. Pl"cerea privirii 
este pl"cerea deschiderii. Distan#a, elanul pe care îl percep, m" 
face s" m" dedublez interior într-un propriu elan. Privirea mea 
devine un pantograf. Un bra# este extins c"tre spa#iu, iar un bra# 
rescrie în interior. Aceast" direc#ie, îns", se schimb" în momen-
tul imediat urm"tor. Odat" declan!at" starea contemplativ", se 
produce o r"sturnare. Astfel, ajung s" proiectez asupra peisajului 
ceea ce îmi este ascuns. Aici devine peisajul un receptaclu. El 
cedeaz" rolul de actor !i devine spectator. Acum eu sunt actorul, 
prin aceast" privire îndep"rtat" care îmi determin" deschiderea, 
emo#ia. Dac" ar % s" încerc s" o numesc, ar % o privire care în 
prim" faz" înst"pâne!te. Peisajul se ofer" !i este darul de a m" 
pune în aceast" postur". Dar în oscilarea între ceea ce v"d, ceea 
ce simt !i ceea ce numesc, se produce schimbul între a m" sim#i 
un privitor !i a m" sim#i p"rta!. Ori, de aici îmi reg"sesc locul în 
aceast" lume.

[I climb the hill. I reach the top, where the vista opens before me.  
I stop. I note down my thoughts as I contemplate the view]:
Here I am looking at the landscape in front of me. But I realize 
I’m not actually looking. A feeling of wellbeing, pleasure, delight 
comes over me. And I %nd myself not focusing on anything in parti-
cular. I don’t follow, I don’t study, I don’t ascertain. My gaze is disin-
terested, con%ned to the pleasure of looking. In fact, I am looking 
inwards. My gazing at the landscape is an outwards gaze that turns 
inwards, like a pendulum. I try to discern to what extent landscape 
is a trigger, and to what extent it transforms into the backdrop onto 
which I project my emotion. Trigger, backdrop, or receptacle? What 
exactly does it trigger in me? What is and where does my pleasure 
stem from? In the end, anything can be a trigger, but why is lands-
cape such a common trigger? Beyond subjectivity, we %nd that 
landscape is particular to all of us. And the more I look, the more 
convinced I become that there are things hidden in plain sight or 
that are also revealed by it. The landscape is rendered majestic by 
its very majesty. The joy of looking is the joy of the open landscape. 
The distance, the élan I percieve, causes me to split inside into an 
élan of my own. My gaze becomes a pantograph. One arm extends 
into space, another rewrites on the inside. The direction, however, 
changes the very next moment. Once the contemplative state is 
triggered, a reversal occurs. I therefore end up projecting onto the 
landscape that which is hidden to me. The landscape becomes  
a receptacle. It surrenders its role as actor to become a spectator. 
And now I am the actor by virtue of this distant gaze that determines 
my openess, my emotion. If I were to try to put a name to it, it would 
be a gaze that in the %rst instance assumes control. The landscape 
o&ers itself up and has the gift of making me do likewise. But in the 
oscillation between what I see, what I feel, and what I articulate, a 
change occurs between the sense that I am a viewer and the sense 
that I am a participant. And through this I rediscover my place in 
this world. 

Peisajul a luat na!tere odat" cu omul modern, în momentul în 
care v"lul a fost ridicat de pe natur". Abstractizat !i în#eles ca 
obiect al gândirii, a devenit un concept. Propriu acestui act este 
distan#area atât în plan $zic cât !i în plan spiritual%. A fost saltul de 
la utilitate la pitoresc.

Iar acum ce tr"im? 
Saltul de la pitoresc la identitate. 
Iar apoi ce va %?

Tranzi#ia de la teritoriu, la obiect inert al contempla#iei, la competi-
tor sau fundal de inser#ie. Suntem de multe ori creatori de peisaje 
anxioase&, dar !i ap"r"tori de peisaje valoroase'. Din postmodern 
am început dialogul, iar pitorescul a fost înlocuit de dorin#a de  
a participa. Acum, privim peisajul prin prisma identit"#ii, un 
martor al propriilor valori !i al modului nostru de a (ne) în#elege !i 
a rela#iona cu lumea exterioar". 

Landscape was born together with the modern man, when the 
veil was removed from nature. Abstracted and understood as 
an object of thought, it became a concept. A detachment, both 
physical and spiritual, is speci$c to this process%. It amounted to  
a leap from utility to the picturesque.

And now, what are we experiencing?
The leap from the picturesque to identity.
And next, what will come?

The transition from territory to inert object of contemplation, to 
competitor or backdrop. We are often creators of anxious lands-
capes&, but also defenders of valuable landscapes'. During the 
postmodern era we engaged in a dialog and the picturesque was 
replaced by the desire to participate. Today, we view landscape 
through the lens of identity, as a witness to our values and our way 
of understanding (ourselves) and relating to the outside world. 

1 Kázmér Kovács, Peisaj cu 
gr"din" !i cas", Simetria, 
Bucure!ti, 2012, p. 79. 

2 Antoine Picon, „Anxious 
Landscapes: From the Ruin 
to Rust” în Grey Room 01, 
septembrie 2000, pp. 64—83, 
trad. Karen Bates. 

3 Conven#ia european" a 
peisajului, din 20 octombrie 
2000, publicat" în Monitorul 
O$cial, Partea I nr. 536 din 23 
iulie 2002.

1 Kázmér Kovács, Peisaj cu 
gr"din" !i cas", Simetria, 
Bucharest, 2012, p. 79. 

2 Antoine Picon, “Anxious 
Landscapes: From the Ruin 
to Rust” in Grey Room 01, 
September 2000, pp. 64—83, 
translated by Karen Bates.

3 European Landscape 
Convention, signed 20 
October 2000, published in the 
Romanian O(cial Gazette, Part 
I, no. 536, on 23 July 2002.

Eseul a luat na!tere prin privirea contemplativ" a peisajului. Eseul urm"re!te s" îmbine docu-
mentarea teoretic" cu documentarea st"rilor interioare resim#ite în momentul privirii. Eseul are 
ca mecanism pendularea între interior !i exterior, o trecere între sim#ire, observa#ie, descriere, 
interpretare.

This essay is born of a contemplative viewing of landscape. It seeks to combine theoretical 
research with a documentation of the interior states experienced in the moment of viewing. Its 
mechanism is an oscillation between interior and exterior, a transition between experience, obser-
vation, description, and interpretation.
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2020—present The Use of Landscape

Our further research on the use of landscape
Exhibition proposal

We propose an exhibition in which we intend to present to  
the visitor the few uses of the landscape, by refusing a  
one-dimensional view. We look at sustainable ways that do 
not lead to a point of no return, but that generate permanent 
changes, which re$ect the world we live in, or the world we 
aspire to by gathering knowledge from the past. We understand 
landscape as a place that needs a user in order to exist and 
be de#ned and therefore, we hope that a series of localized 
examinations would initiate re$ections on the relevance of the 
landscape surrounding the visitor (no matter what geographical 
space he/she comes from).

We follow the perspective that Tibor Hartel gives, as an 
ecologist, to reading the landscape and working with it—an 
understanding and deepening through experience, case study, 
change from a uni-directional paradigm to a pluri-directional one 
where every element of the whole counts for the changes and 
the decisions that are made.

We are currently in the process of doing research for the 
exhibition, having conversations, exchanging knowledge with 
professionals in the cultural #eld dealing with the subject of 
landscape, or the format of the international-hosted exhibition.

We also believe what Je Yun Moon states that ‘curatorial 
research does not take place in a single library or in the 
workshop of a genius. This emerges in a complex context 
of knowledge exchanges. That is why curatorial research 
constitutes a particular form of collectivity.’
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2020—present The Use of Landscape

Concept / aesthetic directions

”The experience of the place that artists translate into art, which 
becomes an artistic subject or any kind of aesthetic element 
contained in a visual form, is the belief behind the curatorial 
concept for what I think can be called, in the future, the use 
of landscape. Experimentation, by being there, in the subject 
used in art, but also by knowing it. I am interested in those 
artistic discourses and practices that encompass and invite a 
use through physical, or at least conscious (rational or sensory) 
presence. Of course, most artists who work with nature also 
have a direct relationship with it, but I try to look for those 
attitudes that center this approch. We participate in exhibitions 
where we see the positions of artists and curators vis-a-vis 
nature, some alarming, others futuristic, digital, utopian that 
make us focus on the concept and de#nition. However, I would 
like this exhibition to be on the border between theory and 
practice; to include things that come from within the landscape, 
of those artists who, beyond the fact that they reiterate the 
open gesture of 19th century art to leave the workshop, seek to 
understand and spend a conscious time there (not to illustrate 
or rendered as such). Because, as in the case of the book, I want 
visitors to come away not with conclusions, but with a series of 
proposals that invite them to look at the landscape in their own 
vicinity a little more consciously (and maybe then, Western fears 
about the climate and earth will become less abstract, and our 
relationship with the space in which we live, more real and bi-
directional).”

Alexandra Manole, curator
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From a methodological point of view, the project 
falls into a direction proposed by the members of the 
ruangrupa which reveals the importance of debates, 
dilemmas, hesitations and deliberations, in the 
realization and development of a project—regardless of 
scale, size, duration or purpose/objectives.

The project methodology revolves around the idea that 
research is the foundation of any exhibition.
For the theoretical and working context, as we did in 
our past projects, in preparation for the future exhibition 
we prepared a discussion group with professionals 
and artists, through a series of communication letters/
emails that will help construct a shared concept, 
rather than an authoritative look from the curators. The 
curatorial method is one that invites co-production 
and co-creation, namely a look at the exhibition on the 
go, together with the artists and their reactions to the 
proposed subject.

Until now, we were in contact with Andrea Lerda, 
art historian, freelance curator and founder of the 
online project Platform Green (www.platformgreen.
org); Marta Jecu, an assistant researcher at CeiED, 
Universidade Lusofona, Lisbon, and invited assistant 
professor at ESAD University of Caldas da Rainha, 
Portugal; Rita Süveges, artist which elaborates an 
ecocritical approach to expand a deeper understanding 
of the contemporary representation of nature and thus 
landscape in the framework of the Capitalocene.

2020—present The Use of Landscape

Methodology
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THE TEAM Alexandra Manole 
curator

Tibor Hartel
strategic consultant on ecology

Monica D"nil"
project manager

Bianca Dragne
social media coordinator

Michael Höpfner
walking artist

galeriaposibila@gmail.com
Tel: +4 031 405 16 02
Address: Str. Popa Petre 6, Sector 2 
Bucharest, Romania
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THANK YOU!


